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---------------ROYAL WOMEN IN SCULPTURE----

Introduction

This paper is Part II of a two-part study. The stage of
the research here is the same as when it was delivered at the
Third Old Kingdom Conference, Paris, 3-4 April 1998 1

• Part I
(1994) analyzed seven Old Kingdom sculptures inscribed for
royal women, and identified six specific features that distinguish
them from non-royal women during the Old Kingdom 2. Part II
continues that work via: (1) a review of the six features, (2) using
them to identify several uninscribed Old Kingdom statues of
women as royal, (3) applying the iconography from Part I and
Part II to demonstrate that some Early Dynastic and
Predynastic representations of women may be royal.

Review of Criteria

In Part I, female sculptures from Dynasties III-VI,
with heads preserved and identified as royal by inscription,
were analyzed to establish royal iconography via the following
six features:

Hairstyles. The investigation of hairstyles did not
yield elements exclusive to royal women. Tripartite wigs, ear
length wigs, shoulder-length wigs, and short natural hair are
all common to royal and non-royal female statuary.

Attitudes. With some restrictions, two attitudes signify
royalty. One, a woman sits on the ground, with legs to one side,
and with a hand resting on her chest (Fig. 1); or, she is part of
a group, with a hand touching or encircling her husband's or
father's ankle (Fig. 2). Only royal women are depicted this way
until Dynasty V, when some non-royal women are also
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B I R I FAY -----------------------------:-

represented in this attitude. '!\vo, a woman embraces the king
(Fig. 3). If she is not a goddess, she must be royal, because no
non-royal woman would ever be depicted touching, or even in
this close proximity to, the king.

Sculpture scale. Women represented on a colossal
scale are royal (Fig. 4).

Furniture. Women seated on furniture with backrests
are royal (Fig. 5).

Attire. The halter dress is worn by both royal and non
royal women. However, with one known exception, Nofret, who
was married to a king's son 3, all women who wear cloaks are
royal (Fig. 6).

Headgear. The vulture headdress is worn exclusively
by mothers of kings (Fig. 7).

Applying the Iconographic Criteria to
Uninscribed Sculptures

Since these features distinguish royal from non-royal
women during the Old Kingdom, any of them on an uninscribed
female sculpture identifies her as royal. The focus of Part I on
sculptures with heads is sustained throughout Part II 4, except
for a few fragmentary sculptures and reliefs of exceptional
interest 5

• Using the iconographic criteria, nine sculptures were
identified as royal women.

1. Bust of the Mother of a King 6 (Figs. 8-9). This small
female bust from a seated statue is said to have been found in a
Dynasty VI tomb at Abydos and is now in the Cairo Museum. The
woman wears a well-developed vulture headdress incised over
her tripartite wig. The vulture grasps shen-signs in its talons.
Following the iconography established in Part I, the vulture
headdress determines that this woman is the mother of a king 7

•

William Stevenson Smith's description of the king's
mother is rather disdainful: "The workmanship is rude, the face
painfully worked with prominent mouth and eyebrows in
relief" 8. Jacques Vandier expressed a similar opinion 9. Actually,
the workmanship is above average, but the mouth area is
visually disturbing. It appears to have been reworked to add a
moustache on the upper lip 10. At Giza, Miroslav Verner discov
ered a Dynasty IV relief representation of Queen Khentkaus
that may be related to the Cairo bust, because she wears a
vulture headdress and a beard (Fig. 10)11.
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---------------ROYAL WOMEN IN SCULPTURE----

The Abydos bust cannot be as early as Khentkaus,
however, because it is stylistically related to Dynasty VI
representations of Pepy I, Merenre, and Pepy II 12. This
coincides with the supposed date of the tomb where the bust
was found. Perhaps this king's mother, in a situation similar to
Khentkaus's, found it necessary to give herself masculine
attributes and decided that adding a moustache to her statue
was easier than adding a royal beard.

2. Mycerinus's (?) Mother 13 (Fig. 11). The iconographic
criteria diagnostic for royal women during the Old Kingdom
enable identification of the individual represented in this half
lifesized graywacke fragment, now in Uppsala, Sweden, as the
mother of a king.

Provisions at the forehead and on top of the head for
attaching royal headgear reveal that this face is broken from a
royal statue. However, it cannot represent a king, not only
because the expression is distinctly feminine, but also because
no representation of a king dated or datable to the Old Kingdom
is depicted wearing a striated wig with a uraeus. This must
therefore represent a royal woman, and since females are not
depicted wearing uraei prior to the Middle Kingdom, the lost
headgear must be a vulture headdress. This woman is therefore
the mother of a king. Presumably, the vulture headdress was
worked in precious metal, and was held in place by tangs that
fit into the recesses in the graywacke.

The distinctive style of this head is so similar to the
full, firm, and naturalistic facial modeling associated with
Mycerinus (Fig. 3) that this is probably his mother 14. The head
is exceptional because it offers an intimate portrait of a king's
mother, and represents a portrait-like departure from the
official royal style. The queen's plump rounded features, thick
neck, and double chin seem to reveal a kindly woman who is not
only strong, but by the expression of the eyes, also wise.

The face is also stylistically closely related to two
uninscribed representations of Mycerinus found at Giza - one
in Brussels wearing the White Crown (Fig. 12) 15, and a second
in Boston with natural hair (Fig. 13) 16. The Uppsala face of a
king's mother appears to be the work ofthe sculptor who carved
the Brussels head, with which it shares similar modeling of the
eyes, mouth, cheeks, and an emphasis on the muscles at the
wings of the nose. Thus, the Uppsala face is presumably broken
from a statue representing the mother of Mycerinus.
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3. Fragments from a Statue of a King's Mother 17

(Fig. 14). This calcite fragment in the Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston, bears traces of a vulture headdress that indicate it
derives from a statue of a king's mother. It was found, along
with other fragments apparently from the same statue, in the
chapel of Pyramid IlIa on the eastern side of Mycerinus's
pyramid at Giza 18, yet no fragment inscribed with the name of
the statue's owner was found. Reisner suggested the pyramid
served as the tomb of Kha-merer-nebty II 19. However, her tomb
has since been identified elsewhere 20. Moreover, the vulture
headdress is worn only by kings' mothers, which Kha-merer
nebty II was not.

The history of Pyramid IlIa indicates that it was
originally built as Mycerinus' cult pyramid, and later
redesigned as a tomb 21. If Michel Baud is correct in identifying
the "anonymous rock cut mastaba" in the Central Field of Giza
as that of Kha-merer-nebty 1 22

, as seems probable, then the
person buried in Pyramid IlIa is not Mycerinus' mother 23

unless, for example, her burial was moved. Therefore, the
identity of this statue of a king's mother is not known, nor
whether it represents the owner of Giza Pyramid Ilia.

4. Queen Kha-merer-nebty II24 (Figs. 15-16). This life
size statue, now in the Cairo Museum, was found in Queen
Kha-merer-nebty II's rock-cut tomb at Giza. She is depicted
striding, and she rests her right hand on her chest, as does
Princess Wemtet-ka in her statue found at Snofru's Valley
Temple at Dahshur 25

• Kha-merer-nebty II's body is wrapped in a
deeply pleated cloak that covers only one shoulder, beneath
which she wears a halter dress. The parts of her dress not
concealed by the cloak are even more elaborately pleated than
the outer garment 28. Although uninscribed, this statue must
represent Kha-merer-nebty II, the queen for whom the tomb was
built 27, because only royal women wear cloaks. A possible
reconstruction of the statue's head is discussed later in this
article 28.

5. Head of a King's Mother 29 (Figs. 17-18). This small
female head, now in Leipzig, was excavated from Chephren's
funerary temple at Giza. Egyptologists have generally
attributed the head to Chephren's wife, Kha-merer-nebty I.
However, since the vulture headdress identifies the person
represented as the mother of a king, it cannot represent his
wife, but must represent a king's mother, probably Chephren's
whose name is not known. In contrast to the vulture headdress
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---------------ROYAL WOMEN IN SCULPTURE---

worn by the Dynasty VI king's mother presented earlier (No. 1),
here the vulture's wings and body are not detailed. The smooth
areas may originally have been painted, or covered with gold
foil or sheet gold. Another vulture headdress fragment from
Chephren's funerary temple, now in Leipzig (Fig. 19) 30, may
belong to the back of this head. A fragment in Berlin (Fig. 20) 31
derives from a similar statue.

6. Fragment from the Head of a King's Mother 32

(Fig. 21). A calcite fragment from a statue of a king's mother, on
which the tail of a vulture headdress was preserved, was
formerly in Leipzig, but was lost during the war. Although as in
the composition of the previous head (No.5), the tail was
smoothed for the addition of paint or metal, this is not from the
same sculpture because here the locks of hair are twisted.

7. Wig Lappet with Vulture 33 (Fig. 22). This small
fragment, now in Leipzig, could be from the same sculpture as
fragment No.6. The proportions are similar, and the strands of
hair are similarly detailed. Renate Krauspe has plausibly
suggested that this fragment is a lappet from a tripartite wig.
If so, it is unique, because no other example of a vulture
spanning the lappet of a wig is preserved. If fragment No.6
does belong to the same sculpture, the woman depicted was a
king's mother wearing a vulture headdress.

8. Mersyankh III (?)34 (Fig. 23). This small bust, now in
the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, depicts a woman wearing a
shoulder-length wig with a stylized rendering of her natural
hair artfully arranged on her forehead. Non-royal women also
wear this wig, but the garment this woman wears is royal. The
rounded edge curving around her right shoulder and across her
back must belong to a cloak. The cloak may be doubled over at
the neck edge or, more likely, the second rounded edge visible
above it is part of a garment she wears beneath the cloak.

The excavators suggested this bust, found at Giza near
Queen Mersyankh Ill's mastaba, originated from her burial, and
therefore represents her. A second fragment found near
Mersyankh Ill's tomb and now in Boston, which depicts a woman
also wearing a cloak, beneath which a second garment is just
visible where the cloak parts at the hem (Fig. 6), supports this
theory because it is inscribed for Mersyankh III35. Reconstruction
suggested by the excavators of this fragment with a head found
nearby 36 seems plausible. The bust wearing a cloak under
discussion here could not have belonged to the cloaked fragment
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inscribed for Mersyankh III because it is too small. Alternatively,
this bust could represent Hetepheres II, who was Mersyankh Ill's
mother. Not only does Hetepheres II wear this wig on a statue
from her daughter's tomb (Fig. 24) that depicts the two women
together 3\ but Hetepheres II is also represented in the tomb in
painted relief wearing a cloak (Fig. 25)38.

9. Queen's Sphinx 39 (Figs. 26-27). This limestone
sphinx, now in the Cairo Museum, was excavated from
Djedefre's funerary temple at Abu Roash around the tum of the
century. The general hesitancy to date the piece was summed
up by William Stevenson Smith:

"As for the curious painted limestone statuette of a
crouching sphinx found in the temple of Abu Roash,
one hesitates to assign it to Dynasty N. There is no
conclusive evidence to prove that it belongs to the time
of Radedef [Djedefre] and its form suggests a much
later date. On the other hand, it is not absolutely
impossible that it may be early. [Other early sphinx
evidence cited]. The skin of the Abu Roash creature is
painted yellow, an unusual feature as the face of the
great Sphinx of Giza was coloured red like other male
statues. The face is beardless and full, and the forms
throughout plump."4o

By definition, the sphinx sculptural form is royal. The individual
represented here must therefore be royal, also. Lack of a uraeus,
expected for kings, indicates this sphinx represents a royal
woman, since not until the Middle Kingdom are statues of royal
women depicted with uraei. A female sphinx would be consistent
with lack of a beard, and with the skin painted yellow.

The straight mouth, narrow lips, and smooth broad
facial planes correspond stylistically with these features on a
quartzite head of Djedefre from a seated statue in the Louvre
(Fig. 28) 41. Here, however, the distinctly feline eyes are large,
well rounded in their sockets, with short upper lids, and with
the long dipping tear-ducts of a cat. The wide, sharp cheekbones,
and the prominent muscles angling from the nose, are also cat
like. No other preserved male or female sphinx displays this
pronounced feline quality. A Middle Kingdom sphinx
representing a royal woman, datable to the reign of Sesostris I
or Amenemhat II, depicts an extraordinarily naturalistic lion
body, but its head is entirely human 42. Presumably, this sphinx
represents one of Djedefre's queens or daughters 43.
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---------------ROYAL WOMEN IN SCULPTURE----

Old Kingdom Royal Iconography Applied to Early
Dynastic and Predynastic Sculptures of Women

The second section of this paper will consider several
Early Dynastic and Predynastic sculptures that may represent
royal women. In preparation for this part of the study, material
concerning cloaks, and to a lesser extent a curious globe-shaped
head covering (discussed in Part I but not included in the
published version) 44, will be reviewed.

A relief fragment from Heliopolis, now in Turin
(Fig. 29)4\ depicts King Djoser of Dynasty III, with tiny figures
offemale members of his family by his ankles. The figure at the
right, the inscription of which is mostly lost, sits on the ground
clasping the king's ankle 46, while the two figures on the left are
identified as a princess, the "King's daughter, Init-ka-s", and a
queen, "She who beholds Horus, Hetep-her-nebty" 47. The body
of the king's daughter, Init-ka-s, is bent at the hips as if she too
sits on the ground. Her far arm crosses her chest, and her near
arm is apparently at her side.

Although the queen also appears to sit on the ground,
her iconography is different. Not only is she represented with
the upper part ofher body wrapped in a cloak-like garment, and
with both arms crossed over her chest, but she also wears a
curious head covering with the area over the forehead distinctly
separated from the fuller part at the back 48.

The cloak-like garment and the globe-shaped head
covering worn by Djoser's queen, Hetep-her-nebty, are both also
worn during Dynasty IV by Queen Hetepheres II, as depicted
with her daughter, Queen Mersyankh III, in the latter's tomb
(Fig. 25) 49. A slightly earlier relief representation depicts the
mother of Prince Khufu-kafin her son's tomb (Fig. 30) wearing
the same head covering as Hetep-her-nebty and Hetepheres II 50.
Here, however, her cloak-like garment covers only one shoulder.

An even earlier representation of this globe-shaped
head covering appears on the Early Dynastic Bankfield Stela
(Fig. 31) 51. Although the name and titles of the woman are
obscure, one title seems to be "king's daughter"52. The low back
of her throne and the rectangular field on its side are elements
reserved for royalty. Her garment, which covers her feet, has
been described as a dress with shoulder straps; however, what
seems to be a complicated depiction of the far arm could instead
be the cloak-like garment covering one shoulder. Henry George
Fischer has already pointed out that the published drawing of
the princess is incorrect - her ear is not covered by her coiffure,
but is actually uncovered.
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The relief figure of Queen Hetepheres II is the best
preserved example of both the cloak-like garment and the
globe-shaped head covering (Fig. 25). She stands with her
hands crossed over her chest, her body wrapped in an ankle
length white garment with peaked shoulders 53. The head
covering comprises two areas, both painted yellow, which are
thus presumably two parts of a single headgear 54. The front
part is smooth and the back is full, round, and detailed with
parallel horizontal lines. With the possible exception of the
Bankfield Stela, as Lisa Sabbahy concludes in her unpublished
Toronto dissertation - the .long cloak-like garment with one or
two peaked shoulders, and the unusual head covering, are both
worn by queens of Dynasties III and IV when they appear with
one of their children. Queens depicted in this manner bear the
title, "She who beholds Horus and Seth", a title reserved
exclusively for queens who are mothers of the king's children 55.

A small archaizing bust datable to Dynasty XIII, now
in the Metropolitan Museum (Fig. 32) 56, which projects the
relief representation of Hetepheres II into three-dimensional
sculpture 57, must have had an Old Kingdom statue as a
prototype. Unfortunately, no heads or statues with heads, dated
or datable to the Old Kingdom, are preserved to confirm this.

However, one headless statue, the cloaked figure of
Kha-merer-nebty II (No.4) from Giza, could be such a sculpture
(Figs. 15-16)58. Her garments, a cloak and dress, combined with
her attitude - one hand resting above the breast, one at her
side - recall the relief representation of Khufu-kaf's mother
(Fig. 30). Like the three Old Kingdom queens who wear this
cloak, Kha-merer-nebty II also held the title, "She who beholds
Horus and Seth".

No traces of a wig or head covering can be seen at the
front of the queen's neck or the tops of her shoulders, but what
must be the lower edge of her head covering is preserved as a
slight ridge at the nape of her neck. Conceivably, Kha-merer
nebty II was depicted wearing the globe-shaped headdress.

Several points emerge from this discussion. First, with
the exception of Nofret, royal women who wear a cloak bear the
title, "She who beholds Horus", or "She who beholds Horus and
Seth", which are titles used by queens who have borne the king
children. Second, if a woman wears a globe-shaped headdress,
then she is a queen (or in the case of the Bankfield Stela, a
princess). Although the globe-shaped headdress seems to be
worn only with a cloak, royal woman also wear the cloak when
they are depicted with other coiffures. Third, the globe-shaped
headdress is therefore not the significant factor in identifying
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----------------ROYAL WOMEN IN SCULPTURE----

mothers of kings' children. Fourth, it is the cloak that is
associated with titles "She who beholds Horus", or "She who
beholds Horus and Seth".

The Earliest Representations of Royal Women?

Thus far, Part II has examined a group of uninscribed
female representations identifiable as royal on the basis of
diagnostic elements of their clothing, hairstyles, and attitudes,
all of which were determined in Part I of the study to be
exclusive to royal women during the Old Kingdom. This final
section will again apply these iconographic criteria, and will
extend the search for royal women back to earlier times.

Royal and non-royal stone statuary that can be
assigned to the pre-Old Kingdom era are rare, and not well
published. Most representations datable to this early period are
carved in ivory, and come from the so-called Main Deposit at
Hierakonpolis 59. The Hierakonpolis ivories, for the most part
datable to Naqada III, comprise various ritual and ceremonial
objects, as well as figures of men, women, and children. Some
have been identified as representing kings, but none of the
figures of women have been recognized as royal.

Hierakonpolis ivories representing women fall into
one of two basic groups - those that are naked or only scantily
clad, and those wearing cloaks. Kings are occasionally depicted
wearing only a loin cloth, but at least from the Old Kingdom
onward no royal woman is depicted wearing anything less than
a dress. However, little is known about how royalty was
represented before that time. It cannot be ruled out that a royal
woman could be depicted naked in, for example, a specific
fertility role. Nevertheless, since no specific evidence indicates
that naked or scantily clad females can also be royal, the female
ivories of this type are excluded from the remainder of this
discussion.

Five ivory statuettes representing women have been
selected for consideration because they are virtually complete
and each wears a cloak - an important feature that, at least
during the Old Kingdom, is restricted to royal women, and
specifically to those who have borne children of the king.
Whether these five ivory figures - four from Hierakonpolis, and
one particularly fine piece of unknown provenance in the
Louvre - are related to various later representations of cloaked
royal women in relief and sculpture will be analyzed.
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Ivory 1. Like Khufu-kaf's mother, the ivory woman in
the Louvre (Fig. 33) 60 stands with one arm at her side, and
holds her cloak tightly closed with the other. Her sleeved dress
is known from a contemporary faience figurine from Abydos
(Fig. 34) 61, but on the Louvre figurine, the dress appears to be
elaborately pleated 62. The smooth hairstyle relates the Louvre
statuette to the female head in Boston (Fig. 6) representing
Mersyankh III (if it belongs to the cloaked body inscribed for
that queen, which is plausible). In both cases, the hair parts in
the center and sweeps back at the shoulders. Unfortunately, the
back of the Boston head is damaged so severely that whether
the hair was long or short cannot be determined. Although the
provenance of this ivory is not known, the recess in the top of
the head for an attachment is similar to those on pieces known
to come from Hierakonpolis, which suggests this piece also
originates from that site.

Ivory 2. One ivory from Hierakonpolis, now in the
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford 63 (Figs. 35-37), represents a woman
wearing a layered combination of clothing. Her cloak seems
heavy, but reveals the form of her elbows, arms, and hips.
Under her cloak, she wears a second garment wrapped in the
opposite direction. Fine lines at the edge of the hem of this
garment probably represent trim. This is the only example
where the overlap of the cloak takes the form of a right angle.

Although it is not documented in the Old Kingdom,
her fancy hairstyle occurs again in the following discussion in
both sculpture and relief. Arranged laterally over the head in
parallel sections, the hair is gathered at the sides of the neck
into fat bunches, and at the back into tight narrow braids, all of
which disappear beneath the cloak. Hourig Sourouzian has
convincingly identified this coiffure as the prototype for the so
called Hathor wig which, from Dynasty XII onward, is often
worn by queens 64. Possibly, the prototype was already royal
during the Predynastic Period, then was revived during the
first half of Dynasty XII, when a strong archaizing tendency is
noticeable in royal sculpture 65.

Ivory 3. This ivory statuette of a woman from
Hierakonpolis, now in the University Museum, Philadelphia
(Figs. 38-39) 66, is the only example depicting a hand emerging
from the cloak 67. The woman's coiffure is arranged in the same
style as the one worn by the Ashmolean woman (Ivory 2), except
that the sides here are more puffed out, and the braids in the
back section are arranged in concentric arches instead of parallel
lines. The eyes-round globes set between distinct rims - are
virtually identical to those on the Ashmolean woman (Ivory 2).
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If the royal meaning of the cloak can be projected
backward to the Predynastic Period, then these three ivories 
the Louvre, Paris (Ivory 1), Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
(Ivory 2), and University Museum, Philadelphia (Ivory 3) 
represent not merely royal women, but also mothers of kings'
children. A tantalizing element that may also signify royalty is
the Predynastic prototype for the so-called Hathor wig worn by
the Oxford (Ivory 2) and Philadelphia (Ivory 3) women, a
coiffure which from the Middle Kingdom onward, is often worn
by royal women.

The last two ivories, both from the Main Deposit at
Hierakonpolis and now in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, do
not contradict a royal association for the cloak, but suggest that
at least during the Predynastic Period, it was also worn by
goddesses.

Ivory 4. Like the other ivories, the third Hierakonpolis
example (Figs. 40-41)68, stands wrapped in a cloak, which here
covers her hands and encases her body. It appears much stiffer
than the others, however - perhaps depicting leather, or woven
matting - and it is the only cloak decorated with a pattern. The
helmet-like head covering, with encircling horizontal bands
sectioned into squares, some with central dots, is also unusual.
This cloak and head covering combination recalls Djoser's wife
and Queen Hetepheres II, but this figure is unlikely to have
worn a version of the globe-shaped headdress. For example,
here the ears are covered instead of free from the headdress,
which is straight at the sides and not globe-shaped. Because the
face and front of the head are lost, whether the front of the
headdress was divided into two parts cannot be determined.

Ivory 5. A fourth cloaked woman from Hierakonpolis 69,

and the third example now in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
(Fig. 42), wears a horizontally-banded head covering with what
seems to be a frontlet across the brow. Like the Old Kingdom
globe-shaped headdress, this one is round, but does not have a
separate area at the forehead, and the ears are uncovered. The
cloak is softer, and seems to be pinched in at the waist. The
basket-like objects where the hands should be are apparently
connected to a cord that passes around the shoulders. A long
narrow role or bundle across the back - evidently part of or
attached to the cord - lies on top of the cloak, which has a
separately indicated neck edge.

Both the bundle and the basket-objects are obscure.
One "basket" is inexplicably upside-down, yet both are
apparently connected to the long ambiguous form across the
back. A stela in the Cairo Museum (Fig. 43) 70, which depicts
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Pepy II celebrating episodes of his Heb-sed, may provide a clue.
Discussing this stela, Peter Kaplony focuses on the goddess
Gat, who appears twice on each side. Although not cloaked and
not wearing a round head covering, her arms are crossed on her
chest as they are on this cloaked figure (Ivory 5), and a basket
and a sack dangle on cords from her hands. According to
Kaplony, this goddess provides the king with grain during his
Heb-sed, symbolizing the fertility of the land. The name Gat is
written with a hieroglyph that Kaplony interprets as a sealed
basket. If this analogy is correct, Ivory 5 may represent Gat,
and the upside-down basket is consistent with this
interpretation because it is sealed shut - a deft incorporation of
her name into the design. Perhaps the figure (Ivory 4) wearing
the helmet-shaped head covering is also a goddess.

Superficially, a limestone statue that has been in a
private collection 71 for over forty years is related to the cloaked
women already discussed (Figs. 44-46), but analysis discloses
significant incongruities. All other standing cloaked figures of
this type are ivory, yet this one is limestone, about
30 centimeters high. Hans Wolfgang Muller suggested that its
round base, which otherwise is not used for stone sculpture,
might represent the round hieroglyph for city, a hieroglyph that
is also inscribed on the front of the base. The presence of this
hieroglyph has led to the figure being identified as a city god
(Stadt Gott). However, the figure's similarity to the cloaked
female ivories shows it should be a female 72. Alternatively,
Muller suggested the base could be a relic of the process of
sculpting ivory statuary, because sculptors of this material
typically adapted the circular shape of the tusk's cross-section
into a convenient base. However, if this interpretation is
correct, this is the only preserved stone example of this type.

Viewed from the front, the cloak worn by the limestone
figure is fairly consistent with ivory parallels. It wraps around
the body, overlaps, and is held in place by the left arm and
hand. At the back, however, the cloak overlaps again and a
corner tucks in behind the neck. For a garment made of one
piece of fabric, this is an anomaly. Compared to the
Hierakonpolis ivories, the handling of the wig here is also
discrepant, especially at the back where the section of braids is
very different. For example, one vertical braid creeps up over
the lateral ones instead of abutting them.

Together with a group of faience and stone figurines 73,

and a second limestone figure now in Munich (Fig. 47) 74 that
recalls several of the naked female ivory figures from
Hierakonpolis (Fig. 48) 75, the cloaked limestone statuette was
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reportedly found in the oldest part of the Abydos temple
complex. This provenance, however, introduces another
anomaly, since no other cloaked figure of this type has been
found at Abydos 76. On the contrary, preserved examples have all
been found at Hierakonpolis. Thus, this limestone statuette
appears to be a clever modern creation based on the
Hierakonpolis ivories, specifically Ivory 3 in Philadelphia
(Figs. 38-39). Ivory 3 is the only other published piece with a
hand emerging from the cloak; like the limestone statuette, a
small flat hand worked in shallow relief seems to fold over the
front edge of the cloak, and may therefore be the ancient
prototype for the limestone figure. Similarly, a Hierakonpolis
ivory representing a naked woman (Fig. 48) may be one of the
ancient prototypes for the Munich limestone statuette (Fig. 47).
However, the Munich statuette was provided with a dress to
modestly cover her bosom and pubic area.

Bruce Williams suggested the Hierakonpolis ivories
were originally assembled to form a tableau 77. Holes in the tops
of the heads of all the ivories discussed here, sometimes with
broken-off pegs still in place, support the idea that they were
parts of some type of common construction. Such a tableau
could plausibly include the royal women ofthe family, as well as
various deities 78.

A Connection Between Cloaked Women
and the Heb-sed

The small cloaked figures in carrying-chairs (Fig. 49)
depicted in representations of the Heb-sed have been variously
identified as royal women, statues, or deities 79. The scope ofthis
paper preludes re-examining all the related material.
Nevertheless, a direct connection is tenable between the
cloaked women previously discussed and the figures in the
carrying-chairs 80.

In his study of these representations, Werner Kaiser
differentiates between open and closed carrying-chairs which,
however, are perhaps simply slightly different versions of the
same thing. The best known representation of one these
figures appears on the Narmer mace head from Hierakonpolis
(Figs. 50-51) 81. It appears to be cloaked, and wears a rounded
head covering, perhaps with a section hanging down. Although
often described as passive, and therefore identified as a statue,
its passivity is no greater than that of the king positioned
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across from it. Presumably, its role is like the king's in this
episode of the Heb-sed; that is, like him, it is present and
observing the proceedings.

One of at least two (perhaps more) of these figures is
well preserved on the slightly earlier Scorpion mace head
(Fig. 52) 82. Enlarged close-ups enable distinction of fine details
of the patterned or woven garment and head covering worn by
the figure in the carrying-chair. Like Ivory 2 (Figs. 35-37), what
appears to be a cloak rises high at the back of the neck. Other
parallels include the coiffures with similar arrangements of the
hair over the tops of the heads, and hair gathered into fat locks
at the sides that go under the cloaks. The Scorpion mace head
coiffure is also divided at the front, coinciding with the separate
areas on the forehead ofIvory 2. Notably, the section at the back
of the head is separated from the rest of the hair - as on
Ivories 2 and 3 (Fig. 35-37 and 38-39).

Evidently, the cloaked ivory women wearing elaborate
coiffures, and what must be women in carrying-chairs,
represent the same category of individual. If it were possible to
identify one of them as royal, then presumably the others would
be as well.

King Djer's ebony label (Fig. 53) from Saqqara 83 seems
to provide the necessary evidence. It depicts two women in
carrying-chairs, with single braided locks of hair flung forward
- one accompanied by the title wrt /:tts, or wrt /:tts nbty; and the
other by m33t Hr. Whether the man with a scepter walking
behind the wo~en on the Scorpion mace head (Fig. 52) is a
reference to the title, wrt /:tts is uncertain 84. Wrt /:tts is a common
queen's title, but examples with the addition of nbty are rare in
the Old Kingdom, and confined to two queens. One of these is
Mersyankh III, whose statuette depicts her wearing a cloak
(Fig. 6). Also, both she and her daughter bear the title m33t Ifr.
If the meaning of this title during the Early Dynastic Period is the
same as during Dynasty IV; then the figures in the carrying-chairs
and the cloaked ivory women could be identified as royal women.

Arelieffragment from King Niuser-re's Sun Sanctuary
(Fig. 49) depicts cloaked figures in carrying-chairs accompanied
by an inscription describing their activities in the Heb-sed.
Kaiser interprets the scene as "carrying in and carrying out,"
and translates the caption "placing oneself to the left opposite
the throne - removing oneself and taking one's place again" 85.

The relief from Heliopolis, now in Turin (Fig. 29), depicting
Djoser may show precisely this moment in the Heb-sed, when
the women of his family have left their carrying-chairs to take
up positions around his throne.
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The Djer label suggests that the women are royal, and
provides a link between the carrying-chairs, cloaks, and the
women in the context of the Heb-sed. Whether this
interpretation can be extended to all such representations is not
established.

The Hierakonpolis Statues

A remarkable limestone sculpture in the Cairo
Museum (Figs. 54-56) 86 unites several elements discussed in
this study. The woman wears an elaborate wig, with a braided
section at the back and a long lock at the front, that is also
depicted on two Hierakonpolis ivories that may represent royal
women (Figs. 35-37 and 38-39). She also wears a cloak covering
just one shoulder, like Khufu-kaf's mother (Fig. 30) and the
ivory woman in the Louvre (Fig. 33). However, this woman is
not standing - which represents a major difference. The steep
slope to the front of the statue indicates she was seated, or was
sitting or kneeling on the ground. Thus, the limestone statue in
Cairo projects into three dimensions the coiffure, the cloak, and
the attitude of the tiny woman in a carrying-chair that is
depicted on the Scorpion mace head.

The provenance of this statue is not known, but
several aspects suggest it originates from Hierakonpolis. Not
only is the coiffure closely related to two of the figures from the
Main Deposit (Ivories 2 and 3), but examples of this feature
seem to be restricted to this site. Also, the similarity of the
woman's statue to a kneeling limestone male statue, also from
Hierakonpolis and now in Cairo (Figs. 57-58) 8\ supports this
provenance. The two sculptures are about the same size, well
carved from the same material, and stylistically very similar.
Both intentionally contrast the chunky, smoothly-modeled
bodies with finely detailed and elaborate wigs. Both faces are
square, with low foreheads; and the eyes are huge and flat,
with short cosmetic lines tapering to fine points (Figs. 60-61).
Finally, the position of the woman's arms reveals that she too
knelt on her left knee (hidden beneath her cloak), and rested
her right hand and lower arm, which were not covered by the
cloak, on her raised right knee. These strong parallels suggest
that the limestone woman and man in Cairo were a pair. She
is presumably the upper part of a second sculpture that
Quibell, in his excavation report for Hierakonpolis, described
as so deteriorated that it was left at the site 88.
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The kneeling man from Hierakonpolis has been
variously identified as a prisoner, a man oflow rank, because he
kneels and wears only a loincloth; or a Libyan, because of his
coiffure. However, his arms are not bound behind his back, and
he is therefore not a prisoner. The attitude may be a sculptural
interpretation of the Henu gesture depicted on an ivory cylinder
seal (Fig. 62)89. The loincloth or penis sheath - sometimes the
king's chosen attire when running the ritual course at his Heb
sed (Fig. 63), as reliefs from subterranean rooms of Djoser's
Complex 90 show - need not imply low rank. Thus, re
interpretation ofthe three running figures on the Narmer mace
head (Fig. 50) suggests that the scene with the male figure, who
is represented three times between the boundary markers,
could be an attempt to represent the king participating in his
ritual run.

Finally, the kneeling man's massive two-tiered wig has
an important royal parallel in an archaizing statue
representing Amenemhat III (Fig. 59) 9\ presumably depicting
him during an episode of his Heb-sed. Not only are the wigs
closely related, but Amenemhat III has also adopted the Archaic
royal beard that wraps the chin from cheek to cheek-a beard
style worn by Kings Narmer and Scorpion on their mace heads,
by the Hierakonpolis man, and by the running men on
Narmer's mace head. Evidently, Amenemhat III had access to
and emulated Predynastic and Early Dynastic prototypes. The
sculptures of the woman wearing the cloak and the man from
Hierakonpolis may be representations of a king and a queen,
and the event they commemorate may be the king's Heb-sed 92.

Conclusion

Several uninscribed sculptures have been identified as
royal women using iconographic criteria that distinguish royal
from non-royal women during the Old Kingdom. The cloaked
female, who during the Old Kingdom represented the mother of
the king's children, has been traced back to the Predynastic
Period, and may be royal; and a connection between Old
Kingdom depictions of women wearing cloaks, their early
counterparts, and the Heb-sed, has been postulated.
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Fig. 1
Princess Wemtet-[ka]
Dynasty IV, probably reign of Snofru, 2575
2551 B.C.
Limestone; height 43 cm.
Provenance: Dahshur, Snofru's Valley Temple
(After A. Fakhry, The Monuments of Sneferu
at Dahshur II/2, Cairo, 1961, PI. XLIV, C)
Present whereabouts not known

Fig. 2
Member of Djedefre's Family

Dynasty IV, reign of Djedefre, 2528
2520 B.C.

Quartzite; height 28 cm.
Provenance: Abu Roash, Djedefre's

Pyramid Temple
Paris, musee du Louvre, E 12627
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Fig. 3
Mycerinus and a Queen

Dynasty IV, 2490-2472 B.C.
Graywacke; height 139 em.

Provenance: Giza, Mycerinus's Valley Temple
Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 11.1738
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Figure 4
Queen Kha-merer-nebty II
Dynasty IV, reign of Mycerinus, 2490-2472 B.C.
Limestone; height 2.40 m.
Provenance: Giza, Central Field, rock cut tomb
of Kha-merer-nebty II
Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 48856

Fig. 5
Princess Redje.f

Dynasty III, reign of Djoser (?), 2630-2611 B.C.
Diorite; height 85 cm.
Provenance: Saqqara,

formerly in the Drovetti Collection
Torino, Museo Egizio, 3065
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Figure 6
Mersyankh III

Dynasty IV, presumably reign of Chephren,
2520-2494 B.C.

Limestone
Height of head 9 cm., height of base 16.8 cm.

Provenance: Giza, found in debris of Mersyankh Ill's
mastaba (G 7530 + 7540)

Reconstruction by the author
Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 30.1457b (head)

and a (lower part)

Figure 7
Queen Meryre-ankh-nes II and Pepy II
(detail of queen's head)
Dynasty VI, 2246-2152 B.C.
Calcite; height 38.9 cm.
Provenance: not known
New York, Brooklyn Museum, 39.119
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Figs. 8-9
Mother of a King

Dynasty VI, reign ofPepy II (?), 2246-2152 B.C.
Black diorite; height 19 em.

Provenance: Abydos
(After L. Borchardt, Catalogue general des antiquites egyptiennes du musee du Caire,
n~ 1-1294, Statuen und Statuetten von Konigen und Privatleuten I, Berlin, 1911, PI. 55)

Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 255

l
Fig. 10
Queen Khentkaus
Dynasty V, reign of Neferefre m,
2426-2419 B.C. (?)
Granite
Provenance: Giza,
detail on gate of Khentkaus's tomb
(After M. Verner, Forgotten Pharaohs.
Lost Pyramids: Abusir, Milan, 1994, p. 128)
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Fig. 11
Mycerinus's (?) Mother
Uppsala 31
Dynasty IV, 2490-2472 B.C.
Graywacke; height 12 em.
Provenance:notknovnl
(After H. Schafer, Das Altiigyptische
Bildnis, Leipziger Agyptologische
Studien 5, Hamburg, 1921, PI. 7)

Fig. 12
Royal head attributed to Mycerinus

Dynasty IV, 2490-2472 B.C.
Graywacke; height 24.2 em.

Provenance: Giza, Mycerinus's Pyramid Temple
(After R. Tefnin, Statues et statuettes

de CAncienne Egypte, Brussels, 1988, p. 18)
Brussels, Musees royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, E. 3074
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Fig. 13
Royal head attributed to Mycerinus

Dynasty IV, 2490-2472 B.C.
Calcite; height 16 em.

Provenance: Giza, Mycerinus's Valley Temple
(After G.A. Reisner, Mycerinus. The Temples of
the Third Pyramid at Giza, Cambridge (Mass.),

1931, PI. 52b)
Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 09.203

Fig. 14
Vulture headdress fragment from a statue of a
King's Mother
Dynasty IV, reign of Mycerinus, 2490-2472 B.C.
Calcite; height 10 em.
Provenance: Giza, chapel of the Eastern susidiary
Pyramid (IIIa)
(After G.A. Reisner,op. cit., PI. 17d)
Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 13.5080
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Figs. 15-16
Queen Kha-merer-nebty II

Dynasty IV, reign of Mycerinus, 2490-2472 B.C.
Limestone; height about 1.30 m.

Provenance: Giza, Central Field, the Queen's rock cut tomb
(After K.H. Dittmann, "Eine Mantelstatue aus der Zeit des 4. Dynastie",

Mitteilungen des Deutschen lnstituts fur Agyptische Altertumskunde in Kairo 8, Cairo, 1939, PI. 24)
Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 48828
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Figs. 17-18
Chephren's (?l Mother

Dynasty Iv, reign of Chephren (?l, 2520-2494 B.C. (?l
Calcite; height 10.57 cm.

Provenance: Giza, Chephren's Funerary Temple
Leipzig, Agyptisches Museum der Universitiit Leipzig, 1965

Fig. 19
Fragment with vulture headdress from a statue
of a King's Mother
Dynasty Iv, reign of Chephren, 2520-2494 B.C.
Calcite; height 12 cm.
Provenance: Giza, Chephren's Funerary Temple
Leipzig, Agyptisches Museum
der Universitiit Leipzig, 1993

Fig. 20
Fragment with vulture headdress from a statue of a

King's Mother
Dynasty IV, reign ofChephren, 2520-2494 B.C.

Calcite; height 5.5 cm., width 12.5 cm.
Provenance: Giza,

Chephren's Funerary Temple
Berlin, Agyptisches Museum, 15064
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Fig. 22
Wig lappet with vulture

Dynasty IV, reign of Chephren,
2520-2494 B.C.

Calcite; height 2.6 em.
Provenance: Giza, Chephren's

Funerary Temple
Leipzig, Agyptisches museum
der Universitiit leipzig, 1967

Fig. 21
Fragment with tail of vulture headdress from a
statue of a King's Mother
Dynasty IV, reign ofChephren, 2520-2494 B.C.
Calcite; height 9 em.
Provenance: Giza, Chephren's Gateway
Leipzig, Agyptisches museum
der Universitiit Leipzig, 1966

Fig. 23
Mersyankh III (?)

Dynasty IV, reign ofChephren, 2520-2494 B.C.
Limestone; height 10 em., width 10.5 em, depth 8 em.

Provenance: Giza, probably G 7530
Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 30.1461
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Fig. 24
Hetepheres II and Mersyankh III
Dynasty IV, reign of Chephren, 2520-2494 B.C.
Limestone; height 59.5 em.
Provenance: Giza, Mersyankh Ill's tomb
(G 7530 - 7540)
Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 30.1456

Fig. 25
Hetepheres II

Giza, mastaba of Queen Mersyankh III
(G 7530- 7540)

Dynasty IV, reign of Chephren, 2520-2494 B.C.
Painted limestone

(After D. Dunham and w.K. Simpson, The
Mastaba of Queen Mersyankh III G 7530-7540,

Giza Mastabas I, Boston, 1974, fig. 7)
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Figs. 26
Queen's Sphinx

Dynasty IV, reign of Djedefre, 2528-2520 B.C.
Limestone; length 74 em.

Provenance: Abu Roash, Djedefre's Funerary Temple
Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35137

Fig. 27
Detail of Figure 26
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Fig. 28
Head of Djedefre from a seated statue

Dynasty IV, reign of Djedefre, 2528-2520 B.C.
Quartzite; height 26 em.

Provenance: Abu Roash, quartzite, height 26 em.
(After Ch. Ziegler, us Statues egyptiennes de

l'Ancien Empire, Paris, 1997, p. 25)
Paris, musee du Louvre, E 12626
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Fig. 30
Mother of Prince Khufu-kaf

Giza, tomb of Prince Khufu-kaf (G 7140)
Dynasty IV, reign of Cheops (?),

2551-2528 B.C. (?)
Limestone

(After W. K Simpson,
The Mastabas of Kawab ... ,

Giza Mastabas 3, Boston, 1978, Fig. 26

Fig. 29
King Djoser and female members of his family
Dynasty III, reign of Djoser, 2630-2611 B.C.
Limestone; height 13.5 cm.
Provenance: Heliopolis
(After A. M. Donadoni Roveri, Egyptian
Museum of Turin. Egyptian Civilization,
Monumental Art, Milan, 1989, p. 200, Fig. 301)
Torino, Museo Egiziano, 2761/21
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Fig. 31
Bankfield Stela
Early Dynastic Period, 2700-2650 B.C.
Limestone; height 49 em.
Provenance: said to be from Thebes
(After A. Gardiner, "An Archaic Funerary Stele",
JEA IV, London, PI. LV)
Halifax, Bankfield Museum

Fig. 32
Archaizing Queen

Middle Kingdom, Dynasty XIII,
1780-1727 B.C.

Graywacke; height 17 em.
Provenance: not known

New York, The Metropolitan
Museum ofArt, 65.509.1
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Fig. 33
Figure of a Queen (?)
Predynastic Period, Naqada III, circa 3200 B.C.
Elephant ivory; height 13.5 em.
Provenance: not known
Paris, musee du Louvre, E 11888

Fig. 34
Female figure

Predynastic Period, Naqada III,
circa 3200 B.C.

Faience
Provenance: Abydos

(After J. Capart, Primitive Art in Egypt,
London, 1905, p. 38,Fig. 15)

Present whereabouts not known
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35 36 37

Figs. 35-36-37
Figure of a Queen (?)

Predynastic Period, Naqada III, circa 3200 B.C.
Ivory; height 18.3 em.

Provenance: Hierakonpolis, Main Deposit
Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, E. 326

Figs. 38-39
Figure of a Queen (?)
Predynastic Period, Naqada III,
3200 B.C.
Ivory; height about 20 em.
Provenance: Hierakonpolis,
Main Deposit
(After E.J. Baumgartel, "About
some Ivory Statuettes from the
'Main Deposit' at Hierakonpolis",
JARCE VII, Boston, 1968,
PIs. IV, Fig. 7 and V, Fig. 9)
Philadelphia, University

..: Museum, E 4895
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Figs. 40-41
Female wearing a patterned cloak

Predynastic Period, Naqada III, circa
3200 B.C.

Ivory; height 12.6 em.
Provenance: Hierakonpolis,

Main Deposit
Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, E. 328

Fig. 42
Cloaked female with baskets (?)

Protodynastic Period, Naqada III, 3200 B.C.
Ivory; height 12.6 em.

Provenance: Hierakonpolis, Main Deposit
Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, E. 327

Fig. 43
Stela with the Goddess Gat

Dynasty VI, reign ofPepy II, 2246-2152 B.C.
Limestone; height 60 em.
Provenance: not known

(After P. Kaplony, review of Z. Saad, The Excavations at Helwan, Bibliotheca
Orientalis XXVIII, no.1/2, Leiden, 1971, p. 48)

Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1747
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Figs. 44-45-46
Pseudo-Hierakonpolis Figure
Limestone; height 29.8 em.
(After H. W. Muller,
Agyptische Kunstwerke ... ,
Exhibition Catalogue,
Berlin, 1964, A 60)
Lucerne, Kofler Collection
K415

Fig. 47
Pseudo-Hierakonpolis Figure
Limestone; height 34.7 em.

(After S. Schoske et al.,
Staatliche Sammlung

Agyptischer Kunst Miinchen,
Munich, 1995, p. 43, Fig. 41)

Munich, Staatliche Sammlung
Agyptisches Kunst, 4234

Fig. 48
Female figure

Predynastic Period, Naqada III, circa
3200 B.C.

Ivory; height 16 em.
Provenance: Hierakonpolis, Main Deposit

(After B. Hornemann, Types ofAncient
Egyptian Statuary IV, Copenhagen, 1966,

no. 871)
Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, E. 322

-':.~-------
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Fig. 49
Scene from Niuser-re's Heb-sed

Abu Ghurob, Niuser-re's Sun Sanctuary 1"
Dynasty V, 2419-2392 B.C.

(After W. Kaiser, "Zu den msw nswt der alteren
Bilddarstellungen und der Bedeutung von rpw.t",

Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archaologischen
lnstituts Abteilung Kairo 39, Mainz, 1983,

p. 264, Fig. 1, 4)

Fig. 50
(After A.J. Spencer, ed., Aspects of Early Egypt, London, 1966, p. 31, Fig. 12)

Fig. 51

Figs. 50-51
Narmer Mace Head
Late Predynastic Period, circa 2960 B.C.
Limestone; height 20 em.
Provenance: Hierakonpolis, Main Deposit
Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, E. 3631
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Fig. 52
Scorpion Mace Head

Late Predynastic Period, circa 3100 B.C.
Limestone

Height of figure and carrying chair 3.5 em.
Provenance: Hierakonpolis, Main Deposit

Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, E. 3632

Fig. 53
Label inscribed for Djer

Dynasty I, 2926-2880 B.C.
Ebony; height 9.5 em.
Provenance: Saqqara

(After W. B. Emery, The Tombs of
Hemaka. Excavations at Saqqara,

Cairo, 1938, PI. 18)
Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 70114
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-------------------ROYAL WOMEN IN SCULPTURE-----

Fig. 54 Fig. 55

Fig. 56
Author's reconstruction

Figs. 54-55-56
Asymmetrical kneeling statue of a Queen (?)

Late Predynastic, 3100-3000 B.C.
Limestone

Height approximately 75 cm.
Provenance: probably Hierakonpolis
Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 71586

- -r
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Figs. 57-58
Asymmetrical kneeling statue of a King (?)

Late Predynastic, 3100-3000 B.C.
Limestone; height approximately 86 em.

Provenance: Hierakonpolis
Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 32159

Fig. 59
Amenemhat III
Dynasty XII, 1844-1797 B.C.
Granite; height 1 meter
Provenance: Mit Faris
Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 395
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-------------------ROYAL WOMEN IN SCULPTURE

Fig. 60-61
Eye details

Late Predynastic Period, circa 3200 B.C.
Woman, Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 71586

Man, Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 32159

Fig. 63
Djoser

Saqqara, Djoser's Step Pyramid,
underground chamber

Dynasty III, 2630-2611 B.C.
(After F.D. Friedman, "The Underground

Relief Panels of King Djoser at the Step
Pyramid Complex", JARCE XXXII, Boston,

1995, p. 33, Fig 19a)

Fig. 62
Cylinder Seal
Ivory; height 16.2 ern.
(After J.E. Quibeli, Hierakonpolis I,
Egyptian Research Account 4, London,
1900, PI. XV)
Hierakonpolis,
present whereabouts not known
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